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Visual Learning by Coevolutionary Feature Synthesis
Krzysztof Krawiec and Bir Bhanu, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, a novel genetically inspired visual
learning method is proposed. Given the training raster images,
this general approach induces a sophisticated feature-based recognition system. It employs the paradigm of cooperative coevolution
to handle the computational difficulty of this task. To represent
the feature extraction agents, the linear genetic programming is
used. The paper describes the learning algorithm and provides a
firm rationale for its design. Different architectures of recognition
systems are considered that employ the proposed feature synthesis
method. An extensive experimental evaluation on the demanding
real-world task of object recognition in synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imagery shows the ability of the proposed approach to
attain high recognition performance in different operating conditions.
Index Terms—Automatic programming, feature extraction, genetic algorithms, pattern recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

S it is widely known, computers are good at storing, transmitting, and low-level processing of data, but their ability
of autonomous knowledge acquisition falls far behind that of humans. This becomes an important bottleneck of many practical
applications, where human assistance is impossible or expensive. Therefore, adaptation, learning, and self-organization are
probably the only ways to cope with the enormous data flood
that overwhelms these applications.
Most real-world learning tasks are inherently complex. This
complexity results not only from the large volume of data that
the learning algorithm often needs to process but from the information incompleteness and imperfectness as well. As a result, the number of hypotheses that have to be considered is
usually large if no additional constraints are given. Therefore,
the design of a learning algorithm mostly consists of modeling
and constraining its capabilities so that it is effective in solving
the problem. To develop a useful classifier/recognition system,
which successfully solves the given learning task on one hand
and avoids overfitting to the training data on the other, some assumptions have to be made. These assumptions concern training
data and hypothesis representation and are known in the Machine Learning (ML) community as inductive bias and representation bias, respectively.
Visual learning is the process of autonomous acquisition of
knowledge from training image data that aims at solving a given
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visual task (e.g., recognition, detection, tracking, etc.). Here, the
complexity of the learning process grows even further. The volumes of data to be processed are usually larger than in standard
ML problems and the data itself exhibits spatial nature, while the
particular elementary “granules” (e.g., bitmap pixels) convey
little information. Therefore, the aforementioned biases have
to be augmented by an extra “visual bias,” i.e., knowledge related to the visual nature of the information being subject to the
learning process. A part of this is general knowledge concerning
vision [background knowledge (BK)], for instance, basic concepts like pixel proximity, edges, regions, primitive features, etc.
However, in most cases, this is not enough, and a more specific
domain knowledge (DK) related to a particular task/application
(e.g., fingerprint identification, face recognition, etc.) is also required.
Currently, most recognition methods make extensive use of
DK to attain a competitive performance level. This is, however,
a double-edged sword, as the more DK the method uses, the
more specific it becomes, and the less general and transferable
the knowledge it acquires will be.
In this paper, we propose a general-purpose visual learning
method that requires only BK and produces a complete recognition system that is able to classify objects in images. To cope
with the complexity of the recognition task, we decompose it
into components (“building blocks”). However, the ability to
identify building blocks is a necessary, but not a sufficient, precondition for a successful learning task. To enforce learning in
each identified component, we need an evaluation function that
spans over the space of all potential solutions and guides the
learning process. Unfortunately, when no a priori definition of
the module’s “desired output” is available, this requirement is
hard to meet. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to employ the
paradigm of cooperative coevolution [1], as it does not require
explicit specification of objectives for each of the components.
In Section II, we describe related work and our contributions.
Section III presents coevolutionary construction and representation of feature extraction procedures. Section IV describes experimental results for various architectures of the recognition
system. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Current recognition systems are mostly open loop, and human
input in the design of these systems is still predominant. Only a
few contributions, which are summarized in Table I, attempt to
close the feedback loop of the learning process at the highest
(e.g., recognition) level and propose methods that cope with
the demanding requirements of real-world tasks. Among them,
mostly [3] and [4] exhibit some commonalities with the approach presented in this paper (e.g., use of off-the-shelf operators). Note that only a few approaches [3]–[5], [7]–[10] have
been reported that learn using raw images as the training data
and produce the entire object recognition system. Moreover,
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RELATED WORK

IN

TABLE I
VISUAL LEARNING (EC—EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION, GP—GENETIC PROGRAMMING, LGP—LINEAR GENETIC
PROGRAMMING, CC—COOPERATIVE COEVOLUTION, NN—NEURAL NETWORK)

some of the methods [11]–[13] use domain-specific knowledge
(DK) and are highly specialized toward a particular application.
For a comparison of the effect of domain-specific versus general knowledge in a framework of evolutionary computation for
object recognition, see [15].
The approach proposed in this paper is based on evolutionary
computation (EC). The methods listed in Table I involve
blackboard architecture, case-based reasoning, reinforcement
learning, and Markov processes, to mention the most predominant. The EC paradigm has found applications in image
processing and analysis [15], [17]. It has been found to be
effective for its ability to perform global parallel search in
high-dimensional search spaces and to resist the local optima
problem. However, in most approaches, the learning is limited
to parameter optimization. Relatively few results have been
reported [3], [4], [10], [11], [18] that perform visual learning in
the deep sense, i.e., with a learner being able to synthesize and
manipulate an entire recognition system.
The major contribution of this paper is a general method that,
given only a set of training images, performs visual learning and
yields a complete feature-based recognition system. Its novelty
consists mostly of i) procedural representation of features for
recognition, ii) utilization of coevolutionary computation for induction of image representation, iii) a learning process that optimizes the image feature definitions, prior to classifier induction,
and iv) application to SAR images.
III. COEVOLUTIONARY CONSTRUCTION AND
REPRESENTATION OF PROCEDURES
A. Feature Extraction Procedures
It is widely recognized that the scalability of basic learning
methods with respect to the complexity of the task is usually
limited. For instance, one can successfully train a neural network to recognize characters, but this result cannot be extrapolated to, e.g., interpretation of outdoor scenes. This observation motivated several recent research trends in related disciplines, e.g., multiagent systems in Artificial Intelligence, ensembles of classifiers in Machine Learning, and multiple clas-

sifiers in Pattern Recognition. Results obtained there clearly indicate that further progress cannot be made without resorting
to some higher level learning methodologies that inherently involve modularity (see, e.g., [19]).
To provide modularity, we propose to use cooperative coevolution (CC) [1], which, besides being appealing from the theoretical viewpoint, has been reported to yield interesting results in
some experiments [20]. As opposed to EC, where the individual
solutions coexist in the same population, in CC, one maintains
many populations, with each individual in population encoding
only a part of the solution to the problem (see Table II). To
undergo evaluation, individuals have to be (temporarily) combined with individuals from the remaining populations to form
an organism (solution). This joint evaluation scheme forces the
populations to cooperate. Except for this evaluation step, other
steps of the evolutionary algorithm proceed in each population
independently. As the algorithm advances and joint evaluation
takes place, each population specializes in and works on a specific part of the problem. Thus, this methodology is especially
useful for modular problems, where it is possible to decompose
the task, but the resulting components are not independent (for
more thorough study on task modularity, see, e.g., [21]).
According to Wolpert’s “No Free Lunch” theorem [22], the
choice of this particular search method is irrelevant, as the average performance of any metaheuristic search over a set of all
possible fitness functions is the same. In the real world, however,
not all fitness functions are equally probable. Most real-world
problems are characterized by some features that make them
specific. The practical utility of a search/learning algorithm depends, therefore, on its ability to identify and benefit from those
features.
The high complexity and decomposable nature of the task are
important features of visual learning. Cooperative coevolution
seems to fit it well, as it provides the possibility of breaking up
a complex problem into components without specifying explicitly the objectives for them. The manner in which the individuals
from populations cooperate emerges as the evolution proceeds.
This makes CC especially appealing to the problem of visual
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF EC AND CC ALGORITHMS (MAJOR DIFFERENCES IN BOLDFACE)

Fig. 1.

Evaluation of an individual I from ith population.

learning, where the overall object recognition task is well defined, but there is no a priori knowledge about what should be
expected at intermediate stages of processing, or such knowledge requires an extra effort from the designer.
In [23], we provide experimental evidence for the superiority
of CC-based feature construction over the standard EC approach
in a conventional machine learning setting (learning from examples described by fixed-length vectors of features). In [24],
we extend this idea to visual learning and come to analogous
conclusion. Following the feature-based object recognition paradigm, we split the object recognition process into two steps:
feature extraction and decision making. The algorithm learns
from a finite training set of examples (images) in a supervised
manner, i.e., requires to be partitioned into a finite number of
.
pairwise disjoint decision classes ,
We pose visual learning as a search in the space of image
representations (sets of features). In the coevolutionary run,
populations cooperate in the task of building the complete
image representation, where each population is responsible
for evolving one component. Therefore, the cooperation here
may be characterized as taking place at the feature level. In
particular, each individual from a given population constitutes
a module (component) of the complete solution and encodes
a single feature extraction procedure, i.e. mapping from the
space of input images to the space of scalar features. For clarity,
details of this encoding are provided in a separate Section III-B.

The coevolutionary search proceeds in all populations independently, except for the evaluation phase, which is shown in
from population
, we
Fig. 1. To evaluate an individual
first provide the remaining part of the representation. For this
are selected from all the remaining
purpose, representatives
populations
. A representative
of the th population is
defined here in a way that has been reported to work best [20].
It is the best individual w.r.t. the previous evaluation. In the first
generation of an evolutionary run, since no prior evaluation data
is given, it is a randomly chosen individual.
is temporarily combined with representaSubsequently,
tives of all the remaining populations to form an organism
(1)
Then, the feature extraction procedures encoded by individuals from are “run” (see Section III-B) for all images from
the training set . The feature values computed by them are
concatenated, building the compound feature vector :

(2)
, which are computed for all training
Feature vectors
, together with the images’ decision class labels
images
constitute the dataset:
(3)
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Execution of LGP code contained in individual’s I chromosome (for a single image X ).

Finally, cross-validation, i.e. multiple train-and-test procedure is carried out on these data. For the sake of speed, here,
that is usually much simpler than
we use a fast classifier
the classifier used in the final recognition system. The resulting
predictive recognition ratio in (4), shown at the bottom of the
page, becomes the evaluation of the organism , which is subsequently assigned as the fitness value
to the individual ,
concluding its evaluation process in (4), where card denotes
cardinality of a set. Using this evaluation procedure, the coevolutionary search proceeds until some stopping criterion is met.
The final outcome of the coevolutionary run is the best found
.
organism/representation
B. Representation of Feature Extraction Procedures
For representing the feature extraction procedures as individuals in the evolutionary process, we adopt a variety of Linear
Genetic Programming (LGP) [25], which is a hybrid of genetic
algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP).
The LGP representation combines advantages of both GP and
GA. The individual’s chromosome is a fixed-length string of
bytes, representing a sequential program composed of (possibly
parameterized) basic operations that are given a priori; this feature makes LGP similar to GP. On the other hand, as opposed
to GP, where tree-like expressions are maintained, LGP encodes
such procedures in the form of a fixed-length sequence that is
essentially equivalent to GA representation at the chromosome
level. LGP encoding is, therefore, more “positional,” i.e., the
evolutionary process tends to bind some “meaning” to a particular code fragment. As a consequence, the standard crossover
operator used in LGP exchanges mutually corresponding code
fragments. In GP, on the contrary, the standard crossover picks at
random subtrees in parent solutions and exchanges them. This
action most often affects unrelated code fragments, and such

crossover is, in most cases, nothing more than mere mutation.
Therefore, LGP is more resistant to the destructive effect of
crossover that may occur in “regular” GP [25].
In the proposed approach, LGP procedures are encoded in
fixed-length sequences of bytes and work on both the image and
scalar data. A feature extraction procedure accepts an image
as input and yields a vector of scalar values as the result. Its
elementary operations are effectively calls to image processing
functions, to feature extraction functions, and to other data processing operations. They work on registers and may use them
for both input as well as output arguments. Image registers ( ,
) store processed images, whereas numeric registers
) keep intermediate scalar results and final fea( ,
ture values. For simplicity, the numbers of both types of registers
are controlled by the same parameter . Each image register is
single channel (grayscale), has the same dimensions as the input
image , and maintains a rectangular mask. The mask may be
used by an operation (if it is local) and then limits the processing
to its area. Global operations ignore masks and operate on the
entire image.
Each chunk of four consecutive bytes in the chromosome
encodes a single operation with the following components: a)
operation code, b) mask flag—decides whether the operation
should be global (work on the entire image) or local (limited
to the mask), c) mask dimensions (ignored if the mask flag is
“off”), and d) arguments—references to registers to fetch input
data and store the result. As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows the execution at the moment of carrying out the following operation:
(a) morphological opening, (b) applied locally, with (c) a mask
of size 14 14, to the image (d) fetched from image register
pointed out by the first argument and storing the result in image
pointed out by the second argument. Other registers
register
are not affected by this operation.

card
card

(4)
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Framework of the computational experiment.

Fig. 4. Exemplary SAR images used in the learning experiment.

The set of elementary operations may be adjusted to a particular application and vision task. However, to demonstrate
the universal character of the proposed approach, in the experiments involving real-world images described in this paper, only
general-purpose image processing and feature extraction procedures have been used (see Table III in Section IV-A).
by the LGP
The processing of a single input image
procedure encoded in an individual proceeds as follows (see
Fig. 2):
1)
Initialization: Each of the image registers
is set
to an image resulting from preprocessing
by an
image filter (global processing). The choice of these
filters is determined by an initial fragment (4 bytes) of
an individual’s chromosome (see the example in Section IV-B2 for a detailed explanation). The masks of
most salient local features
registers are set to the
(here: bright “blobs”) found in the image. Numeric
registers are set to the center coordinates of corresponding masks.
2)
Execution: The operations encoded by are carried out
one by one, with intermediate results stored in registers.

Fig. 5. Division of the original data into training and testing part and its usage
for fitness computation.

3)

Exploitation: The scalar values
,
contained in the numeric registers after program execution are interpreted as the output yielded by for
image . The values are gathered to form an individual’s output vector
(5)
that is subject to subsequent processing [see (2)–(4)].
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TABLE III
ELEMENTARY LGP OPERATIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES
A. Data and Parameter Setting
Fig. 6.

The primary objective of the computational experiment is to
evaluate the proposed approach within different experimental
settings, including varying task difficulty (binary and multipleclass tasks, different number of decision classes) and sensitivity
to object distortions. The overall framework of all the experiments described hereafter is presented in Fig. 3. In the learning
phase, we perform evolutionary synthesis of feature extraction
procedures described in Section III. Different training data is
used for this purpose, whereas the parameter settings and vision
knowledge (the set of elementary operations) remains the same.
found
After finishing the evolutionary run, the best organism
in the search is used to compute features for all images from the
training set. Next, a classifier is trained on that data. The best
together with the trained classifier constitute the
organism
complete recognition system. In the testing phase, the recognition system is applied to the test images to verify its recognition
performance.
In all the following experiments, the decision tree induction
algorithm C4.5 [26] (with the default parameter setting as
specified in [27]) is used in the feature synthesis algorithm as
for fitness computation [see (4)]. This choice
the classifier
was mostly motivated by C4.5’s low time complexity of both
hypothesis (tree) induction (training) and hypothesis querying
(testing). Time is a critical factor here, as training and testing
takes place for each evaluated individual in each generation.
After feature synthesis, we need to train the classifier on all
of the training data; as this is done once per recognition system,
a more sophisticated (and more time-consuming in training
may be used here (compared to
and/or querying) classifier
). Here, we use two classifiers. In some runs, we use a C4.5
decision tree inducer as . In other experiments, is a support
vector machine (SVM) with polynomial kernels of degree
3 (trained by means of the sequential minimal optimization
algorithm [28] with complexity parameter set to 10).

Top-level architecture of basic recognition system.

As an experimental testbed, we chose the demanding task of
object recognition in SAR images. There are several difficulties
that make recognition in this modality extremely hard:
—
nonliteral nature of images, i.e., the images appear different than the images in the visible band of the spectrum, and one needs to understand the physics of SAR
image formation in order to interpret them;
—
poor visibility of objects—usually only prominent
scattering centers are visible;
—
low persistence of features under rotation;
—
low resolution and high levels of noise.
The data source is the MSTAR public database [29], containing real images of several objects taken at different azimuths
and at 1-ft spatial resolution. In this study, we consider only images acquired at 15 elevation angle. Fig. 4 presents selected
representatives of all eight decision classes used in the experiments: BRDM truck (armored personnel carrier), ZSU gun, T62
tank, ZIL truck, T72 tank, 2S1 gun, BMP2 tank, and BTR transporter. From the original complex (two-channel) SAR images,
we extract the magnitude (real) component and crop it to 48
48 pixels. No other form of preprocessing is applied.
Fig. 5 outlines the division of the original MSTAR collection
,
into training and test data. For the th decision class,
, its representation
in the training data
consists of two subsets of images sampled from the original
MSTAR database. For both subsets, this sampling is made as
uniformly as possible with respect to a 6 azimuth step. Training
images
set , therefore, always contains
, where is
from each decision class, so its total size is
the number of decision classes. The corresponding test set
contains all the remaining images (for a given object and elevation angle) from the original MSTAR collection; there are 155
of them for each decision class. In this way, the training and test
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Fig. 7. Fitness charts of the best individuals for the evolutionary learning process run on the B 2 problem.

sets are strictly disjoint, and the learning task is well represented
by the training set as far as the azimuth is concerned. Therefore,
the results presented in the following approximate well the results that could be obtained using multiple train-and-test procedures like cross-validation.
In experiments, all the parameters have been kept constant
(if not stated otherwise) to provide a comparison of results. For
simplicity, we decided to keep the number of image registers
and numeric registers as low as possible. This implies setting
, as some of the elementary LGP operations are binary
and need two registers to fetch input arguments. The number
of cooperating populations is set to 4. These settings together
imply that a single coevolutionary synthesis process produces
encoding eight feature definitions, with each
an organism
vecpopulation delivering two of them. Thus, there are
tors in (2), and each one of them contains two elements (feature values). In each population, an individuals’ chromosome is
LGP
a string of 36 bytes that corresponds to
operations (first four bytes of chromosome encode register initialization; see Section IV-B2 for details).
The experiments have been run on the implementation of
the method that offers 70 elementary LGP operations listed in
Table III. They mostly consist of functions imported from the
Intel Image Processing library (IPL, [30]), and OpenCV library
[31] and encompass image processing, mask-related operations, feature extraction, and arithmetic and logic operations.
The core modules of the system have been implemented in
Java, with the Java Native Interface providing communication
with libraries written in C (OpenCV) and machine code (IPL).
The high-level part of the approach (evolutionary computation
and machine learning) uses the publicly available Evolutionary
Computation in Java package (ECJ, [32]) and Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA, [27]), which is also
written in Java.
Other parameters of the experiment have been set as follows—mutation operator: one-point, probability 0.1; crossover
operator: one-point, probability 1.0, chromosome cutting allowed at every point; selection operator: tournament selection
with tournament pool size: 5 (a compromise between 2 and 7
used commonly in genetic algorithms and genetic programming, respectively); single population size: 200 individuals;

time limit for evolutionary search: 4000 s (Pentium PC with a
1.4-GHz processor). This setting for time limit was motivated
by the practical aspect of our approach. We evaluate the quality
of results that may be obtained within a reasonable time of
approximately 1 hr, and we want to enable a fair comparison of
different variants of the method.
B. Binary Classification Task
To illustrate the proposed approach, let us first consider the
simple two-class experimental setting. The overall architecture
of the recognition system for this case is depicted in Fig. 6. It
consists of two modules: i) the best feature extraction procedure
constructed using the approach described in Section III and
ii) a classifier trained using those features.
The task is the recognition of the positive decision class
, represented here by the BRDM vehicle. The objects representing the remaining categories build up the negative class
,
. We run several experiments of different
difficulty, starting with
, containing images from single
. Next, we define
class (ZSU); let us denote this task by
to
, by
subsequent tasks, which are denoted hereafter as
by other vehicles in the following order: T62,
extending
Zil131, T72, 2S1, BMP2, and BTR70. In all these tasks,
remains constant and contains images of the BRDM vehicle.
On each of these seven binary classification problems
, ten independent synthesis processes have been run
to provide a statistical significance of obtained results. Each
run started with a different, randomly created, initial population
of feature synthesis programs. Fig. 7 presents fitness charts of
the best individuals for the evolutionary learning process run
problem, i.e., BRDM
versus ZSU and T62
on the
. Each data series depicts a complete evolutionary run; as
each run is repeated ten times, there are ten series in Fig. 7. All
learning processes attain fitness over 0.9 within the first three
of the best organisms found in
generations. The fitness
varies from 0.964 to 0.992, depending on the run. Runs end
up in different generations (57th to 75th), as they evolve feature
extraction procedures that require different amounts of time
when executed, and the stopping condition concerns the time
limit (4000 s). Note that this learning process seems to be quite
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TABLE IV
TRUE POSITIVE (TP) AND FALSE POSITIVE (FP) RATIOS FOR BINARY RECOGNITION TASKS (TESTING SET, SINGLE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS). TABLE PRESENTS
AVERAGES OVER TEN INDEPENDENT SYNTHESIS PROCESSES AND THEIR 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Fig. 8. True positive (TP) and false positive (FP) ratios for binary recognition tasks (testing set, single recognition systems). Chart presents averages over ten
independent synthesis processes and their 0.95 confidence intervals.

resistant to the problem of local minima: several runs exhibit
improvement, even after long periods of leveling off.
The fitness graphs in Fig. 7 reflect the evolution and behavior
of the recognition systems on the training data. The performances of the synthesized recognition systems on the test data
are presented in Table IV and Fig. 8, which give true positive
TP
positive decision positive example and false positive FP
positive decision negative example ratios, i.e.,
their averages and 0.95 confidence intervals over ten independent runs. It may be observed that in all the experiments, recognition systems using C4.5 and SVM perform similarly. At the
first sight, this may seem surprising, taking into account the simplicity of C4.5, especially its limited capability of fusing and
combining attributes. On the other hand, the synthesized features are especially well suited for C4.5, as this induction algorithm is used for fitness computation in the process of feature
synthesis. In terms of machine learning, the features generated
are biased toward C4.5.
Not surprisingly, the true positive ratios of synthesized recognition systems decrease as the complexity of the problem, controlled by the number of other objects used in the negative class,
increases, lowering the a priori probability of the positive class
(see Fig. 8). Nevertheless, the results obtained are still impressive if we keep in mind that the classifier operates in the space
spanned over only eight scalar features computed by the best orfrom the raw, difficult-to-recognize, raster images.
ganism
Let us also point out that objects BMP2 and BTR70, which are

and
and are the last two instances of the
used in problems
problem, resemble visually the positive class BRDM to a great
extent (see Fig. 4). Note also that a priori probabilities of the
positive class in these instances are relatively low, amounting to
0.15 and 0.14, respectively.
In terms of false positives, all the synthesized systems perform well. Here, SVM outperforms C4.5 in a statistically significant way (significance level 0.01), exceeding 2% FP only
(recognizing BRDM
versus ZSU
).
for problem
Compared to C4.5, SVM reduces the FP rate relatively by 32%
) to 75% (for task
).
(for task
1) Adaptive Cooperative Coevolution: The results presented in Table IV and Fig. 8 have been obtained with
populations, each of them evolving
features. Derequired to attain
termining the number of populations
acceptable performance on a particular task prior to test set
evaluation may be hard in general. Therefore, we developed a
variant of the approach, which we termed adaptive cooperative
coevolution (ACC), which adapts the number of cooperating
populations to the difficulty of the problem. The coevolutionary
. In this special
algorithm starts with a single population
case, the organism on which the algorithm works is composed
of a single part (individual). In this configuration, evolution proceeds until saturation, i.e., until the fitness of the best organism
does not improve for a certain number of generations (here: 5).
In such a case, a new, randomly initialized population is added
to the cooperation, and the evolutionary process continues with
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TABLE V
TRUE POSITIVE (TP) AND FALSE POSITIVE (FP) RATIOS FOR BINARY RECOGNITION TASKS (TESTING SET, SINGLE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS, ADAPTIVE CC).
MEAN AND MAXIMAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS THAT FORM THE BEST ORGANISM FOUND IN RUNS. AVERAGES OVER TEN INDEPENDENT
SYNTHESIS PROCESSES, AND THEIR 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ARE SHOWN

Fig. 9. True positive and false positive ratios for binary recognition tasks (testing set, single recognition systems, adaptive CC). Chart presents averages over
ten independent synthesis processes and their 0.95 confidence intervals.

two populations. Consecutive saturations of the evolutionary
search cause the addition of other populations. However, with
populations at hand, the extension to
populations is
allowed only if an improvement has been observed since the
insertion of the th population.
Table V and Fig. 9 present results of the evolutionary runs
carried out using the above algorithm. Table V also depicts the
mean and maximum number of individuals that form the best
organism found in the ACC runs. For instance, for the B1 task,
the ACC ends up with 5.6 populations on the average, which
features. These figures decrease
corresponds to
as the complexity of the problem grows. This is due to the fact
that the runs on more difficult problems usually last for a smaller
number of generations (where the fitness function is more time
consuming). As a result, within the fixed time limit of 4000 s per
evolutionary run, the ACC algorithm has fewer opportunities
to add new populations onto the difficult problems. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 10, where each point represents
the final state of the evolutionary run concerning tasks B1–B7.
Clearly, for stopping criteria other than time, the more difficult
tasks would result in a significantly greater number of populations.
These results suggest that the test set performance of the
recognition systems synthesized using ACC do not differ much
from those obtained using standard CC. The slight differences

Fig. 10. Final number of populations and generations reached in ACC
experiment for learning tasks of different difficulty (B1–B7).

that are observed in both TP and FP ratios are not statistically
significant. We can, therefore, draw a positive conclusion that
ACC allows the attainment of results that are not worse than
those obtained by CC, with the advantage of relieving the
system designer from estimating the number of cooperating
populations .
2) Illustrative Example of Evolved Procedures: To illustrate the process of synthesis of feature extraction procedures,
we present an example of a complete evolved organism. The
found in one of
solution given here is the best organism
the learning processes concerning binary classification tasks
described at the beginning of Section IV-B—more precisely,
task (BRDM
versus ZSU
). This particular
the
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TABLE VI
PROCESSING CARRIED OUT BY ONE OF THE EVOLVED ORGANISMS (INDIVIDUAL 1 OF 4; SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS)

organism has perfect fitness (1.0) on the training set and attains
TP and FP ratios of 0.974 and 0.058, respectively, on the testing
set, when combined with C4.5 classifier, and 0.974 and 0.0,
respectively, when used together with an SVM classifier.
Tables VI to IX illustrate the processing carried out by this
organism for a selected image representing the negative class
(ZSU in this experiment), taken at 6 azimuth (see Fig. 11).
These tables depict LGP procedures encoded by particular
individuals of the considered organism. Each row in these
tables corresponds to the execution of a single elementary
operation.
The first table row contains the initial register contents, which
is different for particular individuals, as it is determined by the
individual’s LGP code (chromosome). Technically, the LGP execution engine, before carrying out the procedure, initializes
the image registers by the original input image passed through
Image) operations (filters). The first
one of 12 unary (Image
chunk of the LGP code determines which filter is to be applied
to which image register. The masks of the registers are initially
set to the brightest spot, and the numeric registers are initialized
by mask coordinates. This chromosome-dependent initialization method proved useful in preliminary experiments, speeding
up the convergence by enabling the LGP code to start with an
already preprocessed input image and providing more diversity
among individuals. It also causes the effective LGP code to be
shorter by one chunk (4 bytes); this is why, although originally,
the parameter determining LGP code length has been set to nine

operations (implying a chromosome length of 36 bytes), the effective number of operations is 8.
The original binary LGP code is not presented, as it would
not be readable. Rather than that, in each row, the first column
presents the textual description of the operation being carried
out, whereas the second column contains the argument lists. An
argument list contains references to numeric registers ( and
) and/or image registers (
and
). Registers in square
brackets are “output” or “input–output” arguments, i.e., their
contents change when the operation is executed; if no brackets
are present, the register referred to is “input” (read only) and
is used only to fetch the input data for the operation. Each of
the last four table columns corresponds to a particular register
and illustrates how its contents change during LGP procedure
execution. For clarity, tables contain values only at those places
where the contents of a register have been changed; a blank table
cell means that the value of the register has not been influenced
by a particular operation. Arrows illustrate data flow or, in other
words, dependencies between particular nodes of the processing
graph.
Small black-and-white boxes inside images mark the current
position of the image mask. Local operations limit their processing to that mask; global ones ignore them. Mask position
and size may be controlled by the LGP procedure, either explicitly (see, for instance, operation #7 in Table VI and operation #5 in Table IX) or as a side effect of some image processing
operations (e.g., operation #4 in Table VII). As a consequence,
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TABLE VII
PROCESSING CARRIED OUT BY ONE OF THE EVOLVED ORGANISMS (INDIVIDUAL 2 OF 4; SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS)

a particular LGP procedure may apply and use a different mask
position/size, depending on the input image. Any violations of
required ranges of scalar values (e.g., mask corner coordinate
exceeding the actual image dimension) are handled by modulo
operation.
Note that some operations involve some extra parameters that
are not fetched from the registers but are encoded directly in
the LGP code. For clarity, such “constant” parameters are not
shown in these examples. For instance, they determine the orders of geometrical moments to be computed (see operation #3
in Table VI and operation #6 in Table VIII).
It may be observed that due to the heuristic nature of evolutionary search, only a part of LGP code is effective, i.e., produces feature values that are fetched from numeric registers after
execution of the entire procedure. Parts of the LGP procedure
constitute “dead code” that does not influence the final feature
values. This phenomenon takes place when an operation writes
to an image register that is not being read until the end of the entire procedure execution (e.g., operations #7 and #8 in Table VI),
or the register contents (image or numeric) becomes overwritten
by a subsequent operation without being read (e.g., operation
#1 in Table VI). Seemingly superfluous, this redundancy is a
normal and positive phenomenon characteristic to all variants of
genetic programming. In fact, the dead code fragments (which
are often referred to as introns at the chromosome level) are extremely important, as they i) increase individual’s immunity to
destructive mutation and crossover operations (see remarks in
Section III-B) and ii) enable the evolutionary process to work

“in the background” on novel code fragments without affecting
the individuals’ current fitness.
For the input image considered here, the four consecutive individuals return feature values of, respectively, 2.1 and 2577,
14.2 and 7.0, 343 and 4386817, and 0 and 0. These eight feature
values concatenated together, according to (2), build up the final
feature vector, which is given by
(6)
which is subsequently passed to the classifier. Both C4.5 and
SVM yield a correct decision for this image, pointing to the
“ZSU” decision class.
C. Multiple-Agent Approach
One way of boosting the overall performance and compensating for the suboptimal character of representations elaborated
by the evolutionary process is the incorporation of a multiagent
methodology. In this framework, agents correspond to classifiers. The basic prerequisite for the agents’ fusion to become
beneficial is their diversification. This may be ensured by using
homogenous classifiers with different parameter settings, homogenous classifiers with different training data (e.g., bagging
[33]), heterogeneous classifiers, etc. Here, the diversification is
naturally provided by the random nature of the genetic search.
As already mentioned, we run many genetic searches that start
from different initial states (initial populations). In the basic approach, which is described in Section IV-B, the synthesized feature sets have been used in separate recognition systems. Here,
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TABLE VIII
PROCESSING CARRIED OUT BY ONE OF THE EVOLVED ORGANISMS (INDIVIDUAL 3 OF 4; SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS)

Table X and Fig. 13 present TP and FP ratios of the compound
recognition systems built using the described procedure. Quite
naturally, the cooperation of ten classifiers using different features makes the compound recognition system superior to all the
single recognition systems examined in the previous subsection.
This applies to both C4.5 and SVM, as well as to both performance measures: true positives and false positives. In particular,
here, the FP ratios are approximately one order of magnitude
smaller than in the case of single recognition systems.
Fig. 11. Image of the ZSU class taken at 6 azimuth angle (cropped to input
size, i.e., 48 48 pixels).

D. Feature Fusion

on the contrary, the best representation
evolved in each run
becomes a part of a single subsystem in the compound recognition system’s architecture (see Fig. 12). Each subsystem shown
in Fig. 12 is equivalent to the system depicted in Fig. 6. The particular classifiers used in particular subsystems will be hereafter
referred to as base classifiers.
independently
The subsystems process the input image
and output recognition decisions that are further aggregated by
a simple majority voting procedure into the final decision. In
particular, inconsistency among the base classifiers may lead to
ties and cause an example to remain unclassified (assigned to
the “No decision” category). The subsystems are therefore homogenous as far as the structure is concerned; they only differ
in the features extracted from the input image and the decisions
is a parameter set by the
made. The number of subsystems
has been set to 10, as there were ten runs
designer. Here,
in each of the experiments described in Section IV-B1.

Fusing different information sources by aggregating outputs
of multiple classifiers is not the only way of benefiting from
the synergy of feature extraction procedures evolved in independent runs. The other approach described in this subsection operates at an earlier stage of information processing and may be
referred to as feature fusion. Here, the idea consists of gathering
all the features synthesized in several independent evolutionary
found) into one extensive deruns (i.e., the best organisms
scription, which is subsequently fed into a single classifier. According to the parameter setting used, this means assembling
the
descriptions, each composed of eight features,
to create a feature vector composed of 80 features. The motivation is that as each run is biased by the choice of initial random
population, particular runs produce significantly different feature sets. Thus, feature fusion may lead to synergy.
Table XI and Fig. 14 present the performance of recognition
systems incorporating feature fusion. When comparing these results with those presented in previous tables and figures, one
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TABLE IX
PROCESSING CARRIED OUT BY ONE OF THE EVOLVED ORGANISMS (INDIVIDUAL 4 OF 4; SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS)

Fig. 12.

Architecture of the compound recognition system.

TABLE X
TRUE POSITIVE AND FALSE POSITIVE RATIOS FOR BINARY RECOGNITION
TASKS (TESTING SET, COMPOUND RECOGNITION SYSTEMS)

an extra tree node that splits the training set into disjoint subsets
so that support (confidence) of decisions being made at a tree
node decreases with its depth in the tree.
On the contrary, here, the SVM proves its ability to aggregate
and combine different, possibly many, attributes by mapping
them into another space. The TP ratios deteriorate only slightly
when the difficulty of the task increases, and the FPs are almost negligible. Up to problem
(BRDM versus {ZSU, T62,
Zil131, T72, 2S1}), the recognition systems using this classifier
perform almost perfectly and are superior to all the results presented earlier in this paper.
E. Multiple-Class Recognition

comes to the conclusion that feature fusion does not seem to
work well for C4.5. This is due to the fact that decision tree inducers cannot benefit from a large number of features/attributes.
Each attribute used at a particular stage of tree induction means

From a practical viewpoint, our interest is not limited to
binary classification only. To investigate the ability of the
proposed approach to handle multiple class-recognition tasks,
we use several datasets with increasing numbers of decision
classes, similarly to the binary classification experiment (Section IV-B-1). The simplest problem, which is denoted hereafter
decision classes: BRDM
and
by “D2,” involves
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Fig. 13.

TP and FP ratios for binary recognition tasks (testing set, compound recognition systems).

Fig. 14.

TP and FP ratios for binary recognition tasks (testing set, recognition systems using feature fusion).

TABLE XI
TRUE POSITIVE AND FALSE POSITIVE RATIOS FOR BINARY RECOGNITION
TASKS (TESTING SET, RECOGNITION SYSTEMS USING FEATURE FUSION)

ZSU
. Consecutive problems are created by adding the dein the same order as in the experiment
cision classes up to
, problem
described in Section IV-B: T62 (classes
, problem D4), T72 (classes
D3), Zil131 (classes
, problem D5), 2S1 (classes
, problem D6),
, problem D7), and BTR70 (classes
BMP2 (classes
, problem D8). In this task, the architecture of the
compound recognition system is the same as the one used in
Section IV-C (see Fig. 12); however, this time, each recognition
decision classes. The
system makes a decision concerning
. Each subsystem is
number of subsystems/voters is
a result of an independent evolutionary run that started from

Fig. 15. (a) Test set recognition ratio as a function of number of decision
classes. (b) Error-accuracy curves for different number of decision classes (base
classifier: SVM).
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Fig. 16. Representative images of objects used in experiments concerning object variants (all pictures taken at 191 aspect/azimuth, cropped to central 64
pixels, and magnified to show details).

a different initial population. Simple voting (argmax-like) is
used.
Let , , and , denote, respectively, the numbers of test
objects correctly classified, erroneously classified, and unclassified by the recognition system. Fig. 15(a) presents the accuracy
, as
of classification (recognition) rate, i.e.,
a function of the number of decision classes. It can be observed
that the scalability of the proposed approach with respect to the
number of decision classes depends heavily on the base classifier. Here, SVM clearly outperforms C4.5. The major dropoffs
of accuracy occur when T72 tank and 2S1 self-propelled gun
and , respectively) are added to the training data;
(classes
this is probably due to the fact that these objects are similar
to each other (e.g., both have gun turrets) and significantly re). On the contrary, introducing
semble the T62 tank (class
and
(BMP2 and BTR60) did not afconsecutive classes
fect the performance much; more than this, an improvement of
.
accuracy is even observable for class
Fig. 15(b) shows the curves obtained, for the recognition systems using SVM as a base classifier, by introducing and modifying the confidence threshold that controls the voting among
base classifiers (these graphs may be regarded as a generalization of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves to
decision classes). The higher this threshold, the more classifiers
are required to vote for a particular class to make a final decision. Too few votes causes an example to remain unclassified. In
. In addithis chart, the error rate is defined as
tion, here, the results are encouraging, as the curves do not drop
rapidly as the error rate decreases. By modifying the confidence
threshold, one can easily control the characteristic of the recognition system, for instance, lower the error rate by accepting a
. Fig. 15(b) shows
reasonable rejection rate
and more decision
the experimental results concerning
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classes. As for the two decision classes, the accuracy was 1.0,
and error rate amounted to 0.0.
In [15], a similar experiment has been described involving coevolution and standard genetic programming using predefined
primitive features. In one of the reported experiments, three
classes of objects have been subject to recognition: BRDM, D7
(bulldozer), and T62. This task is essentially equivalent to our
D3 problem with the ZSU gun replaced by D7. The test set
recognition ratio amounted to 0.843–0.970, depending on the
number of primitive features and number of coevolving populations used. For a recognition task concerning five decision
classes (BRDM, D7, T62, Zil131, and ZSU), which is equivalent to our D5 problem with the ZSU gun replaced by the D7
bulldozer, the authors of [15] report a test set recognition ratio in
the range 0.579–0.825, depending on the number of the primitive features and the number of coevolving populations used.
Therefore, according to results quoted in Fig. 15, the approach
proposed in this paper is not worse than the approach described
in [15] when recognizing three objects, and it is significantly
better when recognizing five objects. This comparison also suggests the better scalability of our method. Note that feature fusion is used here.
F. Recognizing Object Variants
A desirable property of an object recognition system is its
ability to recognize different variants of the same object. This
task may pose some difficulties, as configuration variants of
the same vehicle often vary significantly, yet they should be
assigned to the same decision class. To provide a comparison
with a human-designed recognition system, we use the conditions of the experiment reported in [34]. In particular, we synthesized recognition systems using the following decision classes
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TABLE XII
CONFUSION MATRICES FOR RECOGNITION OF OBJECT VARIANTS

(the number following a “#” sign represents an objects’ variant,
which in most cases is equivalent to a vehicle’s serial number):
—
Two-class problem: BMP2#C21, T72#132;
—
Four-class
problem:
BMP2#C21,
T72#132,
BTR70#C71, and ZSU23/4.
For both of these cases, the testing set includes two other variants of BMP2 (#9563 and #9566) and two other variants of T72
(#812 and #s7). Therefore, as in the previous experiments, the
training and testing sets are disjoint. Fig. 16 shows representative images of these decision classes taken at the same azimuth.
The results of the test set evaluation shown in the confusion matrices (see Table XII) suggest that even when the recognized objects differ significantly from the models provided
in the training data, the approach is still able to maintain high
performance. Here, the true positive rate TP equals 0.804 and
0.793 for two- and four-class systems, respectively. For the case
of forced recognition, the human-designed recognition algorithms described in [34] attain recognition ratios of 0.958 and
0.942, respectively. Note that in the test, we have not used any
“confusers,” Di.e., test images from different classes than those
present in the training set, as opposed to [34], where BRDM
has been used for that purpose. Synthesizing features for recognizing object variants is challenging, and further work is needed.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we provide experimental evidence for
the possibility of synthesizing, without or with little human intervention, a feature-based recognition system that effectively
recognizes 3-D objects. It is to be noted that these encouraging
results are obtained in the demanding field of SAR image recognition, where the acquired images only roughly depict the underlying 3-D structure of an object.
The proposed approach learns without resorting to the database of object models, without explicit estimation of object
pose, without any hand-tuning of basic operations specifically
to this application, and, in particular, without introducing any
SAR-specific concepts or features like ‘scattering center’.
Thus, the approach may be considered to be fully domain-independent. The learning process requires a minimum amount of
training data, i.e., images and their class labels only, and does
not rely on domain-specific knowledge, using only general
vision-related knowledge encoded in basic operations.
As there is no need for, usually time-consuming, indexing/matching of the recognized image with models from
the database, the recognition speed of the synthesized systems

is high. The average time required by the entire recognition
process for a single 48 48 image, starting from the raw image
and ending up at the decision, ranged on the average from 2.2
to 20.5 ms for single classifiers and compound recognition
systems, respectively (on a PC with a Pentium 1.4-GHz processor). This impressive recognition speed makes our approach
suitable for real-time application.
As no domain-specific knowledge has been used, this approach may be extended to other visual learning tasks. This includes making appropriate changes to the fitness function, and
modifying the library of elementary operations to provide for
effective utilization of background knowledge.
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